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Irredeemable Vol. 6 Mar 28 2022 Legendary comic writer Mark (KINGDOM COME) Waid takes superhero comics to the next level asking the question, “What if the world’s greatest superhero decided to become the world’s
greatest super-villain?” When a force even greater than the all-powerful former superhero Plutonian comes to earth, will it finally be the savior the world has been waiting for... or will it prove to be an even bigger threat? See what
everyone is talking about in this Eisner and Harvey Award-nominated superhero series from comic book legend Mark Waid!
Real Aug 09 2020 Drama, tragedy and fast breaks...on wheels. Life goes on... Get Real. Real men, real basketball, real manga. R to L (Japanese Style). Takahashi has an awkward reunion with his father, who has been absent
from his life for the past eight years. As father and son struggle with the difficulties of Takahashi's adjustment to life in a wheelchair, they must also come face to face with how much damage was done to Takahashi as a young
boy facing the reality of growing up in a broken home. A motorcycle accident, bone cancer, a speeding truck crashing into a boy on a stolen bicycle--tragic, life-changing events turn the worlds of three young men upside down.
Three very different personalities have only one thing in common--their passion for basketball. Critically acclaimed, award-winning manga artist Takehiko Inoue doesn't pull any punches in this stunning portrayal of people
struggling with serious life issues. Masterfully combining rich character development with beautifully detailed line art, Inoue, the creator of mega-hit masterpieces Slam Dunk and Vagabond, brings the medium of manga to a
completely new level of storytelling.
Voice Over!: Seiyu Academy Jul 28 2019 Hime Kino's dream is to one day do voice acting like her hero Sakura Aoyama from the Lovely ? Blazers anime, and getting accepted to the prestigious Holly Academy's voice actor
department is the first step in the right direction! But Hime's gruff voice has earned her the scorn of teachers and students alike. Hime will not let that stand unchallenged. She&'ll show everyone that she is too a voice acting
princess, whether they like it or not!! Hime has been working as hard as she can in order to put in a good performance for her first voice-acting gig, Beast Renjai . But while she’s striving to earn the respect of her fellow cast
members and the director, she’s falling dangerously behind in school! What will happen to her chances if she flunks her upcoming finals?!
The Beauty Volume 6 Aug 21 2021 The end is here. Over sixty percent of theworld's population has THE BEAUTY...and people are dying. Love, friendship, andlife goes on, even as the world burns. Collects issues 27 through31.
The Beauty Vol. 6 Jun 30 2022 The end is here. Over 60 percent of the world’s population has THE BEAUTY⋯and people are dying. Love, friendship, and life go on, even as the world burns. Writers JEREMY HAUN and JASON
A. HURLEY team up with artists THOMAS NACHLIK, DANNY LUCKERT and MATTHEW DOW SMITH and colorists NAYOUNG KIM and BRETT WELDELE to bring you the finale you’ve been waiting for. Collects THE BEAUTY
#27-30
Orient 6 Jan 26 2022 A new series from Shinobu Ohtaka, creator of "Magi"! The setting is Japan's Warring States period, and the country has been conquered by demons. Two boys, Musashi and Kojiro, have made it their
dream to form the strongest band of bushi and eradicate the demons. A one-of-a-kind Japanese fantasy! The stage shifts to the port of Harima, where the Uesugi Band has set up camp. In order to destroy the massive Demon
God nesting on Awaji Island, captain Tatsuomi Uesugi has amassed an enormous bushi coalition. Musashi and the others stop by out of curiosity, and end up getting wrapped up in the decisive battle...Resolve and bonds will be
tested to their limits in the "Awaji Island Reclamation Arc"!!
The Maxx May 06 2020 Presents the adventures of The Maxx, a homeless superhero who lives in a cardboard box, and his social worker, Julie.
The Tale of the Outcasts Vol. 6 Apr 04 2020 DESTINIES COLLIDE Two immortal great demons have each chosen a human companion to pass the endless years. Marbas’ choice was a lonely girl, while Dantalion’s was a
bloodthirsty maniac. Their pacts with these humans began as mere diversions, but developed into unique relationships over time. When their chosen paths bring them into direct conflict, each demon’s pride is on the line.
Garfield Jan 02 2020 It's more all-new Garfield stories, including Garfield in a televised race, Nermal entering a beauty pageant, and Liz meeting a Scary Sorceress! Collects Garfield #21-24.
Horimiya Feb 24 2022 Connect, come together, and the world will change for the better one day at a time. Seeing Miyamura and Hori together every day feels natural. They play around, long for each other, and even get into
fights on occasion. What will happen as their bitter, sweet, and acidic school life continues?
La Corda d'Oro, Vol. 6 Sep 09 2020 Kahoko wanted to get closer to her fellow contestants, but she wasn't expecting an engagement! When Azuma asks her to pose as his fianc e to discourage a girl with an out-of-control crush,
just how far will the deception go? Then Kahoko discovers that cheerful trumpeter Kazuki has worries of his own... Plus a bonus fantasy story! -- VIZ Media
Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash (Light Novel) Vol. 6 Jul 08 2020 WHAT DO YOU MEAN, WE’RE TURNING BACK? The Dusk Realm has begun to attract attention as a new hunting ground. However, all is not well–there’s been a
rise in cultist and white giant activity, and massive new monsters have emerged! Together with Soma, the head of the Day Breakers, Haruhiro and the Tokkis get caught up in large-scale military offensive against the inhabitants
of the Dusk Realm. Can they make it back to the Day Realm–and if the way is cut off, where will they go?
Magical Girl Raising Project, Vol. 6 (light novel) Feb 01 2020 Who will be the last magical girl standing?It's a battle between the hunters and the hunted in this life-or-death magical-girl manhunt game, now at its climax. One after
another, the girls fall as the surrounding barrier's time limit draws closer. The line between friend and foe has blurred-it's every magical girl for herself. Which one will make it out of this bloodbath alive?
Gangsta., Vol. 6 Jun 26 2019 As Erica stalks through Ergastulum, leaving a trail of dead in her wake, Delico copes with the heartbreaking news that this most dangerous Hunter is actually his long-lost little sister. After a lifetime
of separation, he’s determined to rescue her—one way or another—but a fragile sibling bond may not be enough to counter the merciless force of destiny. -- VIZ Media
Bloom into You Vol. 6 Apr 16 2021 THE CURTAINS RISE... The student council play has finally begun! Who will Touko’s character choose to be at the end? And how will Touko herself feel when the play is over and her dearest
wish has been realized?
Nightwing Vol. 6: The Untouchable Oct 23 2021 The killer whom Nightwing could never catch is back in Bl dhaven! A bold new creative team sends Nightwing on a mission to stop the first killer he ever let escape...as the body
count climbs and the murders on his conscience push Dick Grayson to the brink! Back when he was first fighting crime by Batman's side as Robin, Dick Grayson let a crime boss called the Judge slip through his fingers. Ever
since, he's been haunted by the trail of bodies left in the Judge's wake...murders committed by seemingly ordinary people who were offered their fondest desires by the Judge. Now, just as Dick is starting anew in Bl dhaven, both
as Nightwing and as the owner of a new business, the Judge has returned--and so have the murders. Can Nightwing solve the mystery of who the Judge really is and why he's turning Bl dhaven into a city of killers? Or will the
citizens take the deal when they're offered their deepest wishes...in exchange for the death of Nightwing? Writer Sam Humphries (Green Lanterns) and Bernard Chang (Batman Beyond) plunge Nightwing into a centuriesspanning mystery...and a fight for his life! Collects Nightwing #35-43.
Triage X Dec 13 2020 Time ticks by as the police formulate their next move to draw out the terrorist group that has taken over NEO TV. Any further delay could result in one of the top stars facing his or her death, but every effort
to save them seems to play right into the enemy's hands! But the idols may not be the terrorists' true objective - the carefully planned takeover seems to have been designed specifically for Oriha and Black Label!
Dorohedoro Dec 25 2021 En's murder sends his gang into chaos as Shin and Noi attempt to locate his killer's whereabouts. Meanwhile, Nikaido and Kawajiri explore her magical abilities and how they might relate to the search
for Caiman. And the Cross-Eyes continue their quest to see their boss—unaware of his role in En's death, or that their path is taking them straight into danger themselves. A bloody battle royale awaits. -- VIZ Media
Bakuman。, Vol. 17 Oct 03 2022 As the veteran manga artists start taking over Weekly Shonen Jump, the younger artists feel the pressure. But what is behind this sudden surge of older artists making a comeback in the
magazine? And what is the connection between Azuma and Moritaka’s late uncle? -- VIZ Media
Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 6 Oct 11 2020 BEHIND-THE-SCENES DRAMA! Performing at the Culture Festival could be Sarasa’s big break–that is, if her audition is good enough to snag her the role. But she’s not the only student with
big dreams: Yamada is trying out for Juliet, but does she have the confidence to succeed?
Lumberjanes Vol. 6 Dec 01 2019 Between a sudden storm hitting the camp, shapeshifters, and strange portals, this is one badge for which the Lumberjanes need to go above and beyond.
BEASTARS, Vol. 6 Jun 18 2021 As gray wolf Legoshi and dwarf rabbit Haru’s relationship intensifies, gray wolf Juno’s jealousy grows. Red deer Louis’s mysterious absence from school has ramifications for both his friends and
his enemies. And while the lion gang Shishi-gumi chooses a new leader, Cherryton Academy’s headmaster attends the Council of Living Beings to choose the school’s next Beastar. Plus, a flashback to Legoshi’s and Jack’s
puppyhoods and the social engineering following the world war that led to the current fragile truce between carnivores and herbivores. -- VIZ Media
Archie Vol. 6 Aug 01 2022 ARCHIE VOL. 6 is the next installment in the collection of the historic ARCHIE series relaunch, featuring the talents of comics superstars Mark Waid, Ian Flynn, Audrey Mok and more. This series is
true to the spirit and characters that all Archie fans know and love while reinvigorating its spirit and humor through the talents of some of the most acclaimed creators in the comic book industry. It all comes down to this! The
Riverdale gang--held hostage by Cheryl Blossom's father! Reggie--at last paying for his crimes! And when all is said and done, Riverdale is turned upside down once more!
The Way of the Househusband, Vol. 6 Jan 14 2021 It’s a day in the life of your average househusband—if your average househusband is the legendary yakuza “the Immortal Dragon”! A former yakuza legend leaves it all behind
to become your everyday househusband. But it’s not easy to walk away from the gangster life, and what should be mundane household tasks are anything but! All of Tatsu’s hustling and networking since leaving the yakuza has
earned him an offer he can’t refuse—an invitation to run with the women’s association, the movers and shakers of his neighborhood. Before he can be initiated, though, the Immortal Dragon must prove to the board’s
heavyweights that he truly can hack it as a homemaker. It will be the greatest test of this househusband’s skills yet!
Maximum Ride: The Manga Nov 23 2021 Joining a scientific expedition gives Max and the flock a perfect opportunity to distance themselves from the heated debate over their future. But when a traitor is found among them, and
a member of the flock goes missing, they soon realize that frostbite isn't the only danger in the Antarctic...!
New Game! Vol. 6 May 18 2021 The original manga about making it in the video game industry that inspired the hit anime! Yamato and Mozuku became friends! 3
AEGIS Vol. 6 Mar 16 2021 A grand-scale masterpiece of life in a dystopian future, Aegis paints a picture of the love and friendship between orphans Jino and Izare. Having gained independence from Revro, the earth secretly
trains an army of boys. Jino and Izare are abandoned to the camp, and Izare silently sacrifices himself to keep his promise to Maria that he'd look after Jino. But Jino escapes the soul-killing cruelty of the camp. With Jino in his
heart, Izare remains to become an ultimate weapon. The boys' lives, and the secrets of the mysterious Maria, gradually unravel in this epic sci-fi drama. For earth, can peace and utopia be won?
Revival Vol. 6 Sep 29 2019 For one day in rural central Wisconsin, the dead came back to life. Now it's up to Officer Dana Cypress to deal with the media scrutiny, religious zealots, and government quarantine that has come with
them. Her sister, Em, is on the hunt for the murderer of her friend, while Dana tries to prevent her from revealing herself to the world and being confined to a new concentration camp for the recently revived. The hit series created
by New York Times bestselling author TIM SEELEY and Eisner Award-winning artist MIKE NORTON is collected with bonus material!
Behind the Scenes!!, Vol. 6 Jun 06 2020 It’s winter break, and the Art Squad is helping a local children’s center put on a holiday puppet show. No classes means the squad can spend loads of time preparing, but all that
togetherness is torture for poor heartsore Ranmaru. And just when he thinks he’s accepted that Ruka only has eyes for Goda, he finds out she’s agreed to an arranged marriage after college! -- VIZ Media
The Walking Dead Vol. 6 Nov 04 2022 Trapped in a town surrounded by madmen, Rick must find a way out or die trying. Meanwhile, back at the prison, the rest of the survivors come to grips with the fact Rick may be dead. A
major turning point in the series is reached. Collects issues #31-36.
Toilet-bound Hanako-kun May 30 2022 Through the workings of the School Mystery Clock Keepers, Kamome Academy's entire student body is covered in wrinkles!? To restore peace to the school, Hanako-kun teams up with a
certain someone. Just when they thought the case was headed to its conclusion, the secret of Hanako-kun's assistant Nene is brought to light! What could it possibly be!?
The Girl From the Other Side: Si il, a R n Vol. Mar
6 04 2020 FAR FROM HOME Pursued by soldiers, Teacher and Shiva left their home and searched for a new one in a distant hamlet. They thought to hide away there, but fate
was not so kind to them. The cursed soldiers... The Insiders’ plans... Even Teacher himself. The mysteries surrounding them slowly begin coming to light...
Given, Vol. 6 (Yaoi Manga) Sep 21 2021 Now that Given has an offer to record their debut album, each of the band’s members must decide whether to get serious about trying to go pro. Though Ritsuka doesn’t have a single
doubt in his mind, Mafuyu isn’t ready to commit. Frustrated by Mafuyu’s indecisiveness, Ritsuka shifts his focus to playing in the band of his formal rival Hiragi, but Hiragi is having his own troubles with bandmate Shizusumi. -- VIZ
Media
Radiant Nov 11 2020 As spectrum Nemeses start to appear all over Cyfandir, Seth is drawn into a nefarious plot against his will. Suspicion stalks the very halls of the Wizard Knights’ castle, and the Merchant Barons watch with
pleasure as these supernatural events unfold. And it’s only a matter of time before Captain Dragunov and Captain Liselotte get their hands on Seth! -- VIZ Media
Blue Lock 6 Feb 12 2021 After a disastrous defeat at the 2018 World Cup, Japan’s team struggles to regroup. But what’s missing? An absolute Ace Striker, who can guide them to the win. The Football Association is hell-bent on
creating a striker who hungers for goals and thirsts for victory, and who can be the decisive instrument in turning around a losing match⋯and to do so, they’ve gathered 300 of Japan’s best and brightest youth players. Who will
emerge to lead the team⋯and will they be able to out-muscle and out-ego everyone who stands in their way? After Isagi and the rest of Team Z clear the first selection round, they split up to face the second selection individually.
Waiting beyond the first door is Blue Lock Man, a cutting-edge goalkeeping AI system. A new group of incredible strikers and shocking rules await Isagi in the second selection round⋯!!
Persona 5, Vol. 6 Jul 20 2021 Based on the popular video game, this manga’s phantom thieves will steal your heart! After being arrested and having to transfer to a new high school in Tokyo, Akira Kurusu is given the goal of
rehabilitation and awakened to a new power—the power of one’s true self, a Persona. Using his Persona and the mysterious navigation app Mementos, Akira and his friends take on the role of phantom thieves, saving people
from the twisted desires of those around them. The Phantom Thieves' next target is Junya Kaneshiro, a mafia boss scamming high school students in Shibuya. They manage to fight their way through Kaneshiro’s palace’s tough
security, but Kaneshiro still has some dirty tricks up his sleeve! Will the Phantom Thieves be able to help Makoto get out of Kaneshiro's clutches? Or will she end up in debt to him forever?!

A Different World Apr 28 2022 Mark Grayson fights villains and discovers a secret about his father's life.
Overlord, Vol. 6 (manga) Oct 30 2019 The day of the battle with the Great One fast approaches. Can Zaryusu unite the lizardmen tribes before they're all wiped from this earth? The Red Eyes have agreed to an alliance, but the
Dragon Tusks will be trickier. They prize strength above all else-meaning Zaryusu will need to defeat their chief in combat before they'll even think of hearing him out!
The Woods Vol. 6 Sep 02 2022 "On October 16, 2013, 437 students, 52 teachers, and 24 additional staff from Bay Point Preparatory High School in suburban Milwaukee, WI vanished without a trace. Countless light years away,
far outside the bounds of the charted universe, 513 people find themselves in the middle of an ancient, primordial wilderness. Where are they? Why are they there? The answers will prove stranger than anyone could possibly
imagine"-The Boys Omnibus Vol. 6 Aug 28 2019 In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the "supes" don't get out of line. And someone will! Billy
Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIA-backed team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most dangerous force on Earth - superpower!
Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be controlled. And some of them - sometimes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you call in The Boys!
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